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Biochversity, the genetic hbrary mamtamed by natural ecosystems, is the basic 
biotic resource that sustams all human life-support systems From algae to 
humankmd, biodiversity embodies the umque genetic bluepnnt of every hvmg 
orgamsm on this planet, and the environment m which that orgamsm has evolved 
and become adapted Havmg recogmzed the importance of biodiversity for 
survival, humamty has now undertaken the crucial task of its conservation 
The purposes of this paper are to highlight the wide array of aquatic hfe forms 
and habitats that exist and to document some of the destructive patterns causmg 
their demise An attempt is also made to pnontize target conservation 
environments and taxonomic umts and to outline strategies and mechamsms 
presently bemg developed to address problems associated with these 
environments 
Fish are the fifth largest agncultural resource and are the pnmary source of 
protem for over 1 bdhon people, yet aquatic biodiversity remams a neglected 
issue Recent estimates suggest that worldwide, 20 % of all freshwater species are 
either extmct, endangered, or vulnerable Our grasp of tropical aquatic diversity 
is woefully mcomplete and hkely the last major void m global knowledge of 
vertebrate diversity 
Humans have been a sigmficant evolutionary force m every ecosystem they 
mhabit Due to extensive mtervention, mangrove and coral-reef degradation is 
affecting coastal productivity m many tropical countries These disturbances 
directly or mdirectly alter commumty dynamics m ways potentially detnmental to 
native species and populations The six major disturbances causmg aquatic 
species' declme and potential extinction are habitat loss and degradation, over-
explmtation, the spread of exotic species, secondary extinctions, pollution, and 
chmate change All of these disturbances, either smgly or m vanous 
combmations, accelerate environmental change and, m so domg, mocbfy 
commumty composition, structure, and function by reducmg or ehmmating the 
abundance of those species not adapted to the altered environment To m1mm1ze 
the probab1hty of species bankruptcy, clear objectives for b1od1vers1ty 
conservation must be formulated 
v 
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Habitat Conservation Measures 
Conservation policies must take mto account that aquatic species are the only 
remammg non-domesticated food resource of maJor sigruficance Efforts to 
conserve terrestnal wildlife have pnmanly focused on ecosystem-level 
preservation, and so they should for aquatic wildlife as well However, because 
aquatic environments are under mtense pressure to provide food, 
pharmaceutlcals, and mdustnal products to an ever-mcreasmg human population, 
even greater diligence is required if aquatic commurutles, species, populat10ns, 
and their habitat are to survive Safeguardmg aquatic biodiversity demands that 
additional measures be taken to control external stressors such as pollut10n, 
agncultural runoff, and deforestation 
The ecosystem-level approach however, may not afford taxonomic uruts on the 
bnnk of extmction the immediate conservation assurance necessary Under such 
circumstances, ex-situ measures, i e , preservation of genetic resources outside of 
their natural habitat, are needed to ensure that the orgarusms' genetic fabnc is 
secured Institutions conductmg research on ex-sztu conservation (either hve 
specimens or cryopreserved) mclude zoos, aquana, museums, uruversities, and 
pnvate fish enthusiasts Rapid implementat10n of ex-sztu measures is particularly 
cntical for species of traditional economic importance However, conservat10n 
techruques should not be limited to species of potential economic value alone, 
otherwise funct10nal diversity may be compromised m the future In less cntical 
situations, zn-sztu commuruty-management strategies that target multispecies 
assemblages are needed to complement gene-level conservat10n tactics 
To effectively conserve aquatic resources, it is essential that immediate focus be 
placed on taxonomic hotspots and highly productive environments susceptible to 
degradation coastal, nvenne, estuanne, coral reefs, and mangrove 
environments Withm these environments, the selection of which level of 
biodiversity to target and which approach to take will depend on the state of the 
fishery m general, or the species and their populations m particular 
When coastal nations expanded their temtonal waters to the 200-mde bmlt, they 
gamed the legal JUnsdictlon and management responsibility for over 85 % of the 
world's fishery resources The Large Manne Ecosystems (LME) approach builds 
on the foundations of temtonal expans10n and targets 49 uruque manne and 
coastal environments The LME approach recogruzes that the sea consists of 
fairly distinct regions withm which physical conditions, b10logical commurutles, 
and fish stocks are best managed as a reg10nal ecological urut 
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The five-her approach recogruzes the watershed as the fundamental conservahon 
urut and was developed for freshwater ecosystems charactenzed with high 
endemism and rapid species loss From an m-depth mventory of the watershed, 
clusters of species known to routmely share restncted geographic ranges and 
deemed to be endangered, threatened, or rapidly dechrung, are identified These 
mventones are conducted withm targeted watersheds on management uruts that 
are usually 50 km2 The process is then expanded to entire watersheds withm a 
region and is followed by the mtegrabon of several key watersheds mto a 
regional approach Both the LME and five-her approaches promote ecosystem 
mtegnty and stock-management strategies that target mulhspecies assemblages 
Genetic Conservat10n Measures 
Although m-sztu conservation of wild gene pools and their ecological support 
systems will remam vital, ex-situ conservahon 1s an additional precauhonary 
measure that must not be overlooked Ex-sztu strategies, however, should never 
be seen as an alternative to mamtenance of aquatic ecosystem mtegnty As 
reservoirs of genetic resources, cryopreserved matenals represent a genetic snap 
shot of local populations at a specific time m evolution and may help breeders to 
deal with both present and future cnses A maJor benefit of ex-sztu conservation 
1s that cryopreserved genetic resources may serve m evolutionary, reproductive, 
and developmental biology research In addition, such matenal may be used to 
advance spawrung coordmation and to overcome constramts associated with the 
movement of fresh sperm 
In an effort to produce all-purpose breeds that yield well across a vanety of 
envtronments, many fish-breedmg strategies emphasize adaptation to mtensive 
management and disease resistance, and ignore genetic-environment (GE) 
mterachons Genehc vanabihty may be promoted through selechve 
diversificahon, a breedmg regime wherem strong (GE) mteractions are 
recogruzed as a key component of breed development Breeds developed from 
such a strategy may serve as a hvmg library to accommodate future changes m 
consumer preferences, economics, husbandry techmques, and nahonal or regional 
genehc improvement strategies Such a breedmg strategy is a compromise 
between the needs for mcreased yield and for genehc biodiversity conservation 
Fishenes and aquaculture geneticists are now usmg a broad range of highly 
sophisticated technologies to answer questions pertairung to TI.sh -and shellfish 
populahon genetics and evolutionary lmeages Molecular tools are now enablmg 
scientists to effectively pmpomt genetic dissimilanties among and between 
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different levels of b10diversity and to momtor fluctuat10ns over time and space 
With the advent of these tools, sigmficant progress m fishenes management and 
conservation is expected With respect to the use of the species complex as a 
conservation umt, however, several quest10ns remam unanswered One 
alternatJ.ve gaimng greater attention is the evolutionary sigmficant umt (ESU) 
defined as a reproductively isolated populat10n that has undemably contnbuted to 
the evolution of the species Assigmng ESU status, however, has proven 
problematJ.c because statistJ.cal sigmficance does not imply evolutionary 
sigmficance, and genetic differences may not equate to genetic distmctness Due 
to our lack of empincal knowledge, more extensive research on ESU and genetic 
stock structures is needed 
Ex-situ conservation emphasis must be placed on the application of the most 
efficient and cost-effectJ.ve techmques relating to the conservation of ESUs How 
and where the Imes are drawn m the process of savmg the maximum amount of 
effectlve b10diversity m aquatic ecosystems must be determmed In aquaculture, 
ex-situ technologies must be developed m conjunction with husbandry 
improvements, environmental impact awareness, and ecological technologies to 
create sustainable production systems 
A balance must be struck between conservation ethic and utihtanan concern 
Target cntena such as ecosystem funct10n, commercial importance, and 
traditional values must be defined If management is ever to be successful, it 1s 
imperative that both zn-sltu and ex-situ conservation techmques be mcorporated 
mto a conservation framework that acknowledges adaptive co-management 
strategies Unless fishers themselves are mtegrated mto the whole decis10n 
makmg process, research will never have the desired impact on aquatic 
b10diversity conservation 
B1od1versity Conservation and Management 
The question of aquatic biodiversity conservatJ.on rests with resource 
management If stocks were sustainably managed and habitats preserved, 
conservatJ.on would hkely not be as grave an issue - the cnsis response 
Although stock-management strategies worldwide vary almost as much as do 
cultures, two contrasting models emerge western and traditional 
In many regions of the world, fishenes management-contmues to i>e based upon 
the fundamental pnnciple of common property under which no one mdividual 
can control the resource Manne fishenes m Western societJ.es are perhaps the 
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last major resource to have been expl01ted under open access regimes Society m 
general, benefits under a common property regime as long as the sought after 
resource remams plentiful and its expl01tat10n remams economically viable One 
of the ma.Jor problems associated with common property 1s that fishers mev1tably 
end up competing agamst one another for the same fish, which ultimately leads 
to excess effort as md1v1duals asp1re to mcrease their share of the hm1ted 
resource W1thm countnes adhenng to common property pnnc1ples, attempts to 
curb over-explmtation have ranged from hm1ted entry through quotas to 
numerous restnctions on gear, species, and season Regrettably, these efforts 
have not often succeeded because they madequately address the problems 
inherent to common property regimes 
In contrast, many aquatic resources are trad1t10nally managed under commuruty-
based forms of sea tenure or self government, wherem access to coastal and 
mland waters 1s determmed by society and founded on the social orgaruzation 
and cultural dimensions of the commuruty W1thm a sea-tenure framework, user 
nghts to specific reg10ns, species, gear, and seasons are allocated to md1v1duals, 
fam1hes, or clans usually by an elder or commuruty leader Many traditional 
conservat10n strategies were designed under low population pressure and based 
on sound ecological pnnc1ples As population density has mcreased, m many 
cases the pressure has exceeded the conservation hm1ts these measures were 
designed to achieve Social change and the advent of commercial fishmg 
opporturuttes are also causmg many of the traditional conservat10n structures and 
management approaches to break down 
From these contrasting strategies, three fundamental issues emerge property 
nghts, the lack of synergy between authonties and fishers, and the breakdown of 
traditional management systems Greater endorsement of commuruty-based 
approaches to address these issues is begmrung to surface as the option of co-
management gams legitimacy and as fiscal restramts grow more severe Because 
aquatic ecosystems have multiple uses, management objectives must aim to 
m1rumIZe use conflicts, maintain ecosystem health, promote scientific 
understanding, and mcreasmgly support more people These objectives must be 
defined by consensus between fishers, local commuruties, researchers, and 
government officials To meet these objectives effectively, co-management 
strategies must be implemented w1thm a legally bmdmg framework, thus 
ensunng that nghts over resource use and conservation are protected 
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Recommendat10ns 
It is crucial that appropnate measures be taken to reduce contmued habitat loss 
The challenge of mod1fymg, and if necessary, suspendmg or abohshmg 
destructive harvestmg practices must be met It is also imperative that pohc1es 
that madvertently create the mcentive for fishers to high-grade be elimmated 
Furthermore, management strategies and gear technologies must be developed 
such that bycatch levels are s1gruficantly reduced In an effort to achieve these 
conservation objectives, an mternational advisory committee could be 
comm1ss1oned to approve project and loan applications on the cond1tion that 
applicant nat10ns abide by and enforce a set of prov1s10ns and a standard code of 
practices pertairung specifically to b10d1versity conservat10n 
If the LME and five-tier approaches are acknowledged as appropnate zn-sztu 
conservation 1rutiatives, then specific measures must be taken to ensure that the 
political w11lmgness to collaborate m sustamable management be fostered 
between those nations shanng either an LME or a watershed Because of the 
complexities associated with reg10nal collaborat10n, mternat10nal bodies such as 
those withm the Consultative Group on Internat10nal Agncultural Research 
(CGIAR) and the Food and Agncultural Orgaruzat10n of the Uruted Nations 
(FAQ), could negotiate agreements to seek appropnate solutions and sound 
management strategies amenable to all parties In terms of reqmred research, 
several topics emerge the impact of contmued harvestmg on population 
dynamics and demographics, the ecological role of lesser known taxonomic uruts, 
the functional redundancy - population resilience phenomenon, endangered 
manne species status re-defirution, greater emphasis on selective diversificat10n 
m breedmg strategies, and mcreased evidence and support for the ESU concept 
as the conservation urut 
Introduction 
Biochversity, the genetic library 
mamtamed by natural ecosystems 
(Ehrlich and Wilson 1991), is the 
basic biotic resource that sustams all 
human life-support systems (Kim 
1993) From algae to humankmd, 
biodiversity embodies the umque 
genetic bluepnnt of every livmg 
orgamsm on this planet, and the 
environment m which that orgamsm 
has evolved and become adapted 
Biodiversity is divided mto five 
hierarchical levels (1) ecosystems, 
(2) commumties, (3) species, (4) 
"Bzologzcal dzverszty zs de.fined as 
the vanabzlzty among lzvzng 
organisms from all sources 
zncludzng, znter alza, terrestnal, 
manne and other aquatic 
ecosystems, and the ecological 
complexes of whzch they are pan, 
thzs includes dzverszty withzn 
species, between species, and 
ecosystems" (UNCED 1992) 
populations, and (5) genes (Soule 1991) Each level 1s further sub-divided mto 
three pnmary components - composition, structure, and function - all orgamzed 
mto nested sets (Walker 1992 m Kim 1993) The key word 1s nested because it 
underlines the complexity and mterconnectedness between and w1thm levels of 
biod1vers1ty 
Havmg recogmzed the importance of biodiversity conservation for survival, 
humamty has now undertaken the crucial task of preservmg 1t The purpose of 
this paper 1s to highlight the exhaustive array of aquatic life forms and habitats 
that exist, and to document some of the destructive patterns causmg their demise 
An attempt is also made to pnontize target conservation environments and 
taxonomic umts, to outlme strategies and mechamsms presently bemg developed 
to address problems associated with these environments, and to recommend 
potential gmdelines that may help to redress previous environmental wrongs 
(Larkm 1992) 
The recently ratified Biochversity Convention is expected to sigmficantly improve 
how humamty manages, exploits, and trades the Earth's resource endowment m 
the 21st Century Under thi_s accord, countnes have pledged to rationally utilize 
and conserve our fimte resource base such that future generauons gam equal 
1 
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access to the genes, populations, species, commuruties, and ecosystems that 
define the biodiversity hierarchy we currently enJOY - the mter-generational 
eqmty pnnciple 
Although biod1vers1ty is shared between terrestnal and aquatic environments, 
unfortunately, aquatic (freshwater and manne) biodiversity has been grossly 
neglected The mternational conservation agenda has, thus far, centred pnmanly 
around large, chansmatlc terrestnal species and their habitats (Ray and Grassle 
1991) Our preoccupation with terrestnal environments can be partly attnbuted to 
the fact that, as terrestnal bemgs, we have a tendency to focus on our immediate 
surroundmgs and to disregard the impact of our activities on distant aquatic 
environments Recently however, 1t has become blatantly obv10us that we can no 
longer afford to neglect the aquatic environment 
Taxonomic Diversity 
"Fish are the oldest, largest, and 
most diverse hvmg vertebrates on 
Earth, outnumbenng all other 
vertebrate species comb med" 
(Cairns and Lackey 1992) 
Researchers are only begmrung to 
grasp how diverse aquatic systems 
really are Recent data suggest that 
the diversity of hfe, pnmanly of 
mvertebrates, teammg m the deep 
seas and abyssal zones may be 
several orders of magrutude greater 
than previously anticipated 
(Holloway 1994, Grassle et al 
1991) In freshwater environments, 
100 new fish species are discovered 
annually (Page and Burr 1991 m 
Allan and Flecker 1993) Through 
research m taxonomy and genetics, 
the d1stmctiveness of manne 
orgarusms is becommg apparent 
More than half of the Earth's 
vertebrates are fish <Warren and 
Burr 1994) and this exhaustive hst 
With 33 phyla of which 13 are 
endemic, the manne environment is 
likely the most diverse bwme on 
Earth In companson, there are only 
11 terrestnal phyla, 1 is endemic 
(Biagi 1994, Ray and Grasse/ 1991) 
Because of the relative absence of 
temporal and spatial disturbances m 
manne systems, the time frame 
associated with speczatwn was 
prolonged, and evolutionary 
differentzatwn favoured higher 
taxonomic levels (Cognettz and 
Cunnz-Galleti 1993, Ray 1991) 
Pisces alone compnses 3 living 
classes, 50 orders, 445 families, and 
25,000 species, and, recent estimates 
suggest that there are approximately 
5000 more species to be discovered, 
named, and classified (McAllister, 
pers. ..comm., _Ray 1991). 
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is by no means complete In fact, present knowledge and expenence is largely 
based on temperate aquatic vertebrates and their ecologies Our grasp of tropical 
aquatic diversity is "woefully incomplete and likely the last ma.Jor v01d m global 
knowledge of vertebrate diversity" (Allan and Flecker 1993) 
3 
Large tropical nvers are several times more diverse than their temperate 
counterparts Whereas 2000-3000 fish species are found m the Amazon River, 
only 700 species have been descnbed in temperate North Amenca, and 177 in 
Canadian inland waters (Welcomme 1990, Scott and Crossman 1973 in Allan and 
Flecker 1993) Prolific speciation in freshwaters has been largely due to greater 
geographic isolation and habitat heterogeneity, which influence gene-flow 
patterns throughout a species' given populations (Ryman et al 1993, Ray 1991) 
Gene-flow patterns m freshwaters are sigmficantly affected by water-body 
dimens10ns because sigmficant correlation has been found between the rate of 
increase m species nchness and increasing surface area (Welcomme 1979 m 
Allan and Flecker 1993) Although freshwater systems represent less than 1 % of 
the Earth's aquatic resources, 41 % of bony fish (teleosts) evolved in freshwater 
environments (Cohen 1970 m Upton 1992) 
Biodiversity Lost 
Aquatic b10diversity is under severe 
stress Estimates suggest that 
worldwide, 20 % of all freshwater 
species are either extinct, 
endangered, or vulnerable (Moyle 
and Leidy 1992) These sub-species 
and populations may confer species 
resilience to disturbance and 
catastrophe If this resilience is 
sigmficantly weakened due to 
continued losses at these levels, a 
greater number of species wtll 
become threatened or endangered 
In addition, the genetic contnbution 
In North Amenca, 28% of freshwater 
fish species are in trouble with "103 
species and sub-species endangered, 
114 threatened, and 147 deserving 
special concern " (Williams et al 
1989), pnmanly due to habitat loss 
(73%) and introduced species (68%) 
(Hughes and Noss 1992) In 
California, more fish species (68%) 
are in some state of penl than are 
healthy (Moyle and Yoshiyama 1994) 
to the species as a whole, attnbutable to these sub-species and smaller 
populations, may be very substantial, as observed m Pacific salmon (Allendorf 
and Utter 1979) 
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Under the US Endangered Species Act (ESA), most hsted aquatic species are 
either of nvenne or estuanne ongm These aquatic ecosystems are especially 
vulnerable because of their proximity to human development (Huntsman 1994) 
In addition, typical nvenne populations are smaller and more isolated than their 
manne counterparts and, consequently, more vulnerable (Ryman et al 1993) 
One cannot ignore the fact, however, that 39 manne species are at dangerously 
low levels due to over-explmtation and m dire need of population status re-
evaluation (Huntsman 1994) 
From a scientific v1ewpomt, the whole question of manne finfish endangerment 
ts controversial due to the lack of 
geographic 1solat10n m many manne 
environments It ts argued that 
sophisticated larval dispersal 
mecharusms, charactenstic of many 
manne species, promote widespread 
gene-flow patterns, ultimately 
resulting m range expans10n, thus 
reducmg the threat of species 
extmct10n (Huntsman 1994, Ryman 
et al 1993) In add1t10n, because of 
the sheer vastness of the manne 
environment, people have difficulty 
m perce1vmg that manne orgarusms 
can become endangered More 
specifically, however, hsting manne 
finfish may have senous 
management repercuss10ns on 
mdustnal fishenes Under present 
legislation, tf endangered species 
became bycatch victims, even maJor 
fishenes with abundant stocks 
would be shut, thus, directly 
affecting the hvehhood of those 
dependent on the fishery (Huntsman 
1994) 
Coastal ecosystem health ts directly 
hnked to the prodoctrvrty of the 
extensive mangroves, coral reefs, 
estuanes, lagoons, bays, and sea 
In thezr revzew of Southeast Asian 
coral reefs, Wzlkmson et al (1993) 
estzmate that 60 % of the coral reefs 
have been either destroyed or 
severely degraded Wzthm the reef-
nch archzpelagzc natwns of the 
Phzllppmes and Indonesia, studzes 
mdzcate that reefs are threatened due 
to hazardous and destructzve 
harvesting practzces such as dynanute 
and muro-amz flshmg (Lundm and 
Lmden 1993) In the Gulf of 
Thazland, coral reefs are m senous 
1eopardy due to organic and 
morgamc pollutwn and sedzmentatwn 
stemming pnmanly from the Pattaya 
River (Sudara and 
Nateekarnchanalop 1988 m Lunden 
and Lznden 1993) On the southern 
and western coasts of Sn Lanka, 
coral reefs are dzsappeanng at an 
estzmated rate of 10 % annually 
(Ra1asunya 1993) In thezr 14 
Canbbean-natwn study, Smith and 
Ogden (1993) found that almost 60% 
of the reef areas were damaged due 
pnmanly to hurncanes, pollutwn, 
sedzmentatwn, and destructlve fishing 
practlces 
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lochs typical of these environments (Pearce 1995, Martsubroto and Naam10 1977 
10 Lund10 and L10den 1993) However, as a result of human 10tervention, 
mangroves and coral reefs are suffenng extensive degradation Mangroves are 
manne tidal forests that protect coastal communities from floods and provide 
aquatic species with cntical refuge Due to 10discnm10ate extraction for charcoal 
mak10g and expanded aquaculture (particularly shnmp farm10g), however, 
mangroves have been markedly reduced (Thia-Eng and Scura 1992 10 Lund10 
and L10den 1993) In Southeast Asia, 27% of Thailand's mangrove area has been 
lost, 10 Malaysia 20 % , 10 the Phihpp10es 45 % , and on the Indonesian islands of 
Java 70%, Sulawesi 49%, and Sumatra 36% (Avault 1994) In the Saudi Arabian 
Gulf, only 4 km2 of mangrove remain due to war and unrestncted coastal 
development (Pnce and Sheppard 1991 10 Cognetti and Cunru-Galletti 1993) 
The rate at which coral reefs are varush10g is also very disturb10g The 
consequences of widespread mangrove and coral-reef destruct10n will eventually 
be measured 10 lost aquatic biodiversity 
Scope and Importance 
Humanity has become highly dependent on aquatic diversity for survival 
Accord10g to Seshu et al (1994) "fish are the fifth largest agncultural resource 
account10g for 7 5 % of global food product10n and represent the pnmary source 
of protem for over 1 btlhon people " Total aquatic food production is estimated 
at 104 million metnc tonnes (Born et al 1994) Of the 253 million tonnes of 
arumal protem consumed by humans m 1988, manne fishenes contnbuted most, 
with 65 mtlhon tonnes followed by cattle with 50 million tonnes (H10ds 1992) 
Dunng the 1980s, the annual per capita consumption of fish and seafood rose 
16 8% (FAO 1991) This trend will continue as 10comes continue to nse 10 many 
develop10g countnes, particularly 10 Asia (Born et al 1994) Based on current 
consumption patterns and population growth rates, an additional 19 and 100 
mtlhon tonnes will be required annually by the years 2000 and 2025, respectively 
(Seshu et al 1994) Increas10g production, however, will require that sources be 
diversified as capture fishery levels of many traditionally valuable species have 
either peaked or are dechrung (Avault 1994, Becker 1992) 
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As stock depletion continues, 
pressure on aquaculture to maintain 
food secunty will escalate 
"F1shenes worldwide are in 
trans1t10n from less huntmg to more 
farming of fish 11 (Larkin 1993) 
Aquaculture will only realize its full 
potential, however, 1f sufficient 
attention 1s paid to the genetic, 
biological, environmental, cultural, 
and soc10-pohtical miheu in which 
venture m1tiat1on or expans10n 1s 
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Based on production figures from 
1975 to 1989, the aquaculture 
industry 1s growing at an annual rate 
of 6 4 3 wuh fin.fish (pnmanly 
Chinese carps, trouts and salrrwns, 
t1lapws, and catfishes) representlng 
rrwre than 50% of the total 14 
million tonnes produced (Born et al 
1994) 
proposed If aquaculture production 1s to "keep pace with demographic 
projections" 1t 1s estimated that 65 million tonnes will be reqmred by 2025 (New 
1991 in Born et al 1994) 
If future aquaculture production objectives are to be met, fish farmmg systems 
will have to become progressively more intensive and technology onented 
Although fish genetics remains an unexplored black box (Larkin 1992), the future 
role of breeders 1s expected to become increasingly important (Seshu et al 
1994) Expenence gamed in crop- and arumal-breeding programs confirms that 
for breeders to raise yield, reduce feed convers10n ratios, improve body and 
flesh charactenstics, increase stress and disease tolerance, and enhance prolific 
reproductive traits, 1t 1s imperative that they have at their disposal a library of 
native germplasm from which to select Consequently, 1t 1s absolutely essential 
that aquatic genetic b10d1vers1ty be conserved 
Inextncably linked to the conservation of aquatic genetic resources 1s habitat 
preservation It 1s widely recogruzed that conserving the spawrung and reanng 
grounds in which aquatic orgarusms have evolved and adapted over geological 
time, along with the genetic diversity that enables them to do so, 1s the best 
pohcy for future generations Furthermore, not only 1s 1t cntical to conserve 
habitats per se, but w1thm-hab1tat heterogeneity 1s also compulsory because the 
availab1hty of alternative ruches enables species and their populations to seek out 
environments to which they may be more genetically smted These alterative 
ruches provide shelter from predators as well as a vanety of feeding and mating 
grounds for a wider range of competing species Habitat heterogeneity allows 
otherwise incompatible species to coexist (Benson and Magnuson 1992) How 
species are distributed along tins continuum -of itab1tats -will -mfluence both the 
intensity and frequency of ecological disturbances (Sousa 1984 in Benson and 
Magnuson 1992) 
A Review of Current Issues and Efforts 
Natural and anthropogemc habitat 
disturbances directly and md1rectly 
alter commumty compos1tion, 
structure, and funct10n m ways 
potentially detnmental to native 
species and their populations (Re1ce 
1994) Once disturbed, ecosystems 
are recolomzed either by regrowth 
of remnant residents, recruitment 
from distant commumties, or 
m1gration from contiguous 
Reconstituted populations denved 
from severely depleted remnants, 
however, may be genetically infenor 
as a result of inbreeding depression 
(Cognetti and Cunm-Gallettl 1993) 
or may no longer fulfil their 
ecological role, eventually causing 
ecosystem collapse (Upton 1992) 
environments (Re1ce 1994) In add1tion, it is argued that as disturbance mtensity 
mcreases, species d1vers1ty declmes, 1 e , the number of species decreases and 
the number of tolerant md1v1duals, often of opportumstic species charactenzed 
with high reproductive rates and low genetic vanab1hty, mcreases (CognettI and 
Cunm-GallettI 1993) To effectively mimm1ze the nsk of genetic erosion, both 
gene- and ecosystem-level conservat10n strategies must be developed 
synergistically 
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Destructive Patterns 
"Humans have been a sigruficant 
evolutionary force in every 
ecosystem they inhabit and have 
been responsible for many genetic 
changes in both domestic and wild 
species 11 (Lester 1992) Senous 
consequences anse from human 
settlement Allan and Flecker 
Half the world's population zs estimated 
to lzve in coastal regions (Grassle et al 
1990) and over 70% in Southeast Asia 
specifically (Thza-Eng and Scura 1992) 
(1993) have identified six maJor anthropogeruc disturbances that accelerate 
aquatic species decline and potential extinction habitat loss and degradat10n, 
over-expl01tat10n, the spread of introduced species, secondary extinctions, 
pollution, and chmate change 
Habitat Loss and Degradation 
Terrestnal development can 
directly and indirectly modify 
near and distant aquatic 
environments with immediate and 
long-term impacts on aquatic 
commuruties These developments 
include 
(a) impacts of fishing gear and 
methods such as trawlers, 
explosives, and toxins, 
(b) competition for water as a 
result of irngation and 
urban waterworks projects, 
(c) channehzation, nutnent-
flow disruptions, and 
migratory route obstruction 
by hydroelectnc dams, 
( d) wetland-Oramage and 
convers10n, 
The impact of such disturbances on 
native aquatic populations include 
• declines in speczalzzed taxa and 
native species, 
• fewer habitat and trophic 
speczalzsts and increased 
generalzsts, 
• increased introduction of exotics 
and greater incidence of 
disease, 
• reduced total abundance, and 
• declines in demographic 
zndzcators, such as number of 
large, mature zndzvzduals, and 
fewer szze and age classes 
9 
(Fausch et al 1990, Margalef 
1963 in Hughes and Noss 1992) 
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(e) increased siltation and agncultural run-off due to deforestation, 
(f) sal1mty fluctuations in estuanes and inland seas with hm1ted buffenng 
capacities, and 
(g) introduction of exotics (e g , carps and zebra mussels) 
"Typically fishes are more strongly affected by environmental fluctuations" 
(Allendorf et al 1987 in Ryman et al 1993) and consequently, changes in 
temperature, depth, current velocity, substrate size, sediment deposition rate, 
sal1mty, pH, dissolved oxygen, nutnent availab1hty, and heavy metal 
concentrations may be highly detnmental to aquatic populations How ecosystems 
respond to disturbances can be complex and chaotic (Wilson et al 1994) 
Nonetheless, all levels of b1od1vers1ty can be adversely affected 
Over-Exploitation 
Commercial over-expl01tation is one 
of the leading causes of manne 
b1od1vers1ty loss (Holloway 1994) 
Depleting stocks of valuable species 
accelerates shifts in commumty 
assemblages, often causmg species 
of less economic value to emerge 
and dominate populations (Sherman 
1989 in Alexander 1993) Under the 
assumption that oceans were an 
"mexhaustible cornucopia of 
resources" (Regier 1995), mdustry 
and small-scale owners over-
capitalized on trawl fleets dunng the 
Continuous over harvesting senously 
alters population demographics and 
life history traits, e g , selection 
pressure associated with intensive 
harvesting can induce n increased 
reproductive effort at young ages, 
resulting in early matunty, shorter 
life spans, smaller sizes, and 
semelpanty (singly reproductive 
episodes)" (NMFS 1990 in Upton 
1992) 
1960s and 1970s, and eventually depleted numerous stocks in an effort to recoup 
investments (Bailey 1988) In the end, many fisherfolk suffered sigmficant 
economic losses and declmes in standards of hving 
In addition to greed, resource over-expl01tation is poverty dnven In many 
developing countnes where coastal commumties are the poorest of the poor with 
httle or no economic opportumty, over-expl01tation remains a senous problem 
Authonties in developing countnes are often unable to restnct fishing effort, and 
as a result, fish stocks continue to be depleted and habitats irreparably damaged 
A Review of Current Issues and Efforts 
Due to lack of alternative 
employment, many displaced 
farmers take up fishmg and often 
resort to such non-target specific 
practices as dynamite and cyamde 
fishmg, which cause enormous 
habitat damage Circumstances are 
often such that long-term 
conservation ethic and commitment 
are superseded by short-term 
survival strategies and, consequently, 
"many small-scale fishers uhhze 
whatever means possible to harvest 
as many fish as possible" (Kuperan 
and Abdullah 1994, Pomeroy 1991) 
As populations m many developmg 
countnes contmue to mcrease, so 
will the pressure on depleted stocks 
Bycatch and discards as a 
consequence of many fishmg 
practices may have detnmental 
effects on valuable species 
assemblages because the ecological 
impact of shifts m commumty 
composition and of differential 
predator and scavenger survival m 
bycatch remams unknown It 1s 
therefore extremely cntical that we 
carefully determme catch compostion 
m mixed stock fishenes 
(Larkm, pers comm ) 
In Southeast Asia and Afnca, u zs 
estimated that 65 % and 84 % of the 
total catch respectzvely, zs caught 
by small-scale coastal-manne and 
inland.fishers (Willman 1983 in 
Hviding and Jul-Larsen 1993) 
In the pre-shnmp era of coastal 
Malaysia, the fishery was dominated 
by five important families All 
showed sever declznes due to 
discarding once shnmp trawling 
commenced (Pauly and Neal 1985 
in Alverson et al 1994) The Gulf 
of Alaska fishery of the 1960s was 
dominated by flatfish species, King 
and Tanner crabs (Paralithodes spp 
and Cluonoecetes spp ), Paez.fie cod 
(Gadus macrocephalus), and Paez.fie 
ocean perch (Sebastes spp ) By the 
1970s the Paez.fie pollock (fheragra 
chalcogramma) dominated The 
ocean perch catch fell from 36 8 to 
3 9 kg/trawl hour (Ronholt et al 
1978 in Alverson et al 1994) 
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The Spread of Exotic Species 
The pnnc1pal sources of exotic 
species of fish include escapees 
from intensive aquaculture 
systems, and intentional releases 
from sea ranches, and national, 
local, and pnvate restocking 
programs, all of which are gaining 
Extmctzon is defined here as local 
population extmctzon within the exotic 
species ' confined range 
greater production importance Of equal importance are recent efforts in 
b10log1cal control (e g , grass carps), escapees from the ornamental fish trade, 
the movement of orgarusms as a result of dumping of ballast water from ships, 
and the impact of these foreign orgarusms (e g , zebra mussels) on the 
environment and resident species As enhancement activities increasingly rely on 
hatchery-reared and genetically (even transgerucally) marupulated breeding and 
production stocks, the potential for extinct10n, evolution, and hybndization of 
native fish populat10ns 1s only expected to increase 
Species and populations most prone to extinct10n due to introductions are those 
confined within closed or semi-closed water bodies, particularly when high 
trophic level predators or efficient competitors are introduced (Lester 1992) If 
exotics species survive until the reproductive stage and successfully interbreed 
with native resident populat10ns, the local genetic pool is expected to change 
Both the rate and magrutude of change vary and depend on how genetically 
divergent the introduced and resident species are (Lester 1992) In addition, 
inter- or intra-specific hybndization can sigruficantly alter commuruty dynamics 
Recent findings indicate that " many aquatic orgarusms, particularly teleost 
fishes, have unusual capab1hties to hybndize" (Campton 1987, 1990 in Ryman et 
al 1993), and consequently, exotic species may jeopardize the genetic mtegnty 
of native stock Although hybnd1zation may not cause mdiv1dual genes to be lost 
per se, rearrangmg gene complexes may cause beneficial genotypes, that 
selection has favoured over time, to go astray (Hindar et al 1990 m Ryman et 
al 1993) This 1s particularly cntical in freshwater species adapted to specific 
ruches Further, 1f exotic species outcompete native species for resources or 
feeding and mating grounds, they can permanently disrupt native population 
dynamics Lastly, mcreased predation by foreign species, e g , lamprey 
(Pteromyzon mannus), may threaten native commuruhes 
Stock 1dentificat10n and catalogumg by means of genetic differentiation are 
important tools used m the management of valuable anadromous species such as 
salmon Strong hommg mstincts gmding salmon to their natal streams have led to 
A Review of Current Issues and Efforts 
the creat10n of many tempo-
spatially isolated populations 
These fish are harvested at high 
sea as mixed stocks on their return 
to native spawmng beds 
Determimng mixed stock 
composition has proven a difficult 
challenge using conventional 
tagging methods, and this has 
contnbuted to the inadvertent 
over-harvesting of sensitive stocks 
as the healthier runs are pursued 
Genetic sorting of distinct stocks 
and strains by means of specific 
genetic markers should lead to 
improved harvest calendars 
whereby fishing pressure may be 
scheduled to times when the more 
robust stocks make up the maJonty 
of the run (Utter and Ryman 
1993) 
Molecular studies are also being 
conducted in an effort to 
understand interaction dynamics 
between hatchery-reared exotic 
species and native fish populations 
and to determine the impact of 
Genetic erosion due to interbreeding with 
exotic species is a complex issue The 
depression effect of interbreeding native 
stocks with genetically "homogenized" 
hatchery fish on specific adaptive gene 
complexes may be consequential (Stahl 
1987 in Utter et al 1993) One example 
is that of the Californian coho salmon 
(Oncorhynchus lasutch) whose 
populations have plummeted by 94 % 
since 1940 (Brown et al 1994) This 
decline has been partly attnbuted to the 
detenoration of native stock genetic 
integnty How meddlesome introduced 
stocks have become is reflected by 
estimates that 57% of the salnwn 
returning to California are of hatchery 
ongin and only 16% are wild (Brown et 
al 1994) Because these native coho 
populations are the most southern stocks, 
their genetic adaptation to wann water is 
of ecological and evolutionary 
significance because this tolerance may 
become an important trait should global 
wanning trends continue 
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such interactions on the genetic integnty of wild stocks Traditional quantitative 
measures of aquatic biochversity often overlook important qualitative differences 
in structure, function, and species sensitivities to introductions (Hughes and Noss 
1992, Upton 1992) Research is only beginmng to unravel the potential 
consequences of non-natlve fish on wild, locally adapted populations 
Secondary Extinctions 
As species coevolve in assemblages, intncate food chains are formed When 
ecosystems are made to bear inordinate levels of stress, links in the chain may 
become extinct or threatened, often adversely affecting upper trophic levels to 
the point where their own survival becomes endangered This cascading effect 
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may cause ecosystem destab1hzat10n and consequently, the process of secondary 
extmction is of senous concern m aquatic systems, particularly where strong, 
vaned, and redundant troph1c-nutnent mteractions confer commuruty stability and 
res1hence For example, when upper trophic level populations are overexplmted, 
a rapid proliferation of zooplankton may be observed, thus prec1p1tatmg a declme 
m phytoplankton abundance and d1vers1ty Phytoplankton productivity then 
becomes a function of generalist zooplankt1vore abundance as opposed to nutnent 
availab1hty, thus potentially mcreasmg the hkehhood of mod1fymg commuruty 
structure and compostion (Larkm, pers comm ) At this pomt, exogenous factors 
tngger ecosystem stab1hty and res1hence collapse remains obscure 
Pollution 
Pollution is a maJor problem to all 
hvmg orgarusms Suffice to say, 
however, that aquatic systems have 
served as maJor pollut10n smks 
hkely smce the dawn of 
humankmd Fluctuations m 
physical, chemical, and thermal 
properties are detnmental to 
aquatic systems and their b10ta 
because they can hasten the demise 
of sensitive, ecologically s1gruficant 
and traditionally valuable species 
This is particularly true for manne 
systems with generally constant 
chem1co-phys1cal properties 
(Cogneti and Cunru-Galletti 1993) 
Bio-accumulated pesticides and 
aquatic mutagens may reduce 
Research on polychaetes indicates that 
intense selection pressure associated 
wuh pollution can induce drastic 
phenotypic transformations and rapid 
population buildup of tolerant 
genotypes (Nevo 1990) Results 
indicate that the genetic cost 
associated with tolerance acqulSltion 
was very high Due to their na"ow 
genetzc base, tolerant progenies were 
unable to adapt to the clean 
environment that emerged once the 
pollution sources were removed 
(Cognetti 1991 m Cognettz and 
Cunm-Galletti 1993) 
species' fitness, and water ennchment caused by agncultural run-off can 
prec1p1tate changes m food abundance and, thus, disturb the ecological balance 
w1thm a commuruty Pollution alone may not cause species to go extinct, but 
may catalyze a wide array of physical and chemical reactions that enhance 
genetic eros10n The combmed impact of pollution and over-explmtation on age 
and size-class structure, may disrupt and destabilize aquatic ecosystems To 
tackle the issue of pollution, fundamental human behaviour must be modified 
through education (Lackey 1994) 
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Climate Change 
Global warmmg may have extensive impact on aquatic ecosystems However, 
because of the uncertamty associated with global climate change and its projected 
magmtude of change, foresighted repercuss10ns remam speculative (Larkin 
1992) Some examples mclude the alteration of aquatic temperature regimes 
causmg coral bleaching as well as coastal water levels affecting fish foragmg and 
mating areas, fecundity, and egg and larval survival (Beatley 1991) Rismg 
oceans may advance inland, causmg mcreased salimzat10n of freshwater systems 
Increased infiltration of ultrav10let (UV) hght due to ozone thinmng is another 
factor that has recently received greater attention, specifically with respect to UV 
as a causitive agent of mutagemc effects on amphibian population at high 
elevations Blaustein and Wake (1995) reported that UV hght easily penetrates 
eggs found in shallow pools and damages the DNA resulting m population 
declmes Several scenanos may anse from climatic and atmosphenc change and, 
mall hkehhood, these will adversely affect aquatic biodiversity (Allan and 
Flecker 1993) 
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Aquatic Biodiversity Conservation Strategies 
Targeting the Ecosystem 
All of the above destructive patterns, either smgly or m vanous combmations, 
accelerate envrronmental change and, m so domg, modify commuruty 
composition, structure, and function by ehmmatmg or reducmg the abundance of 
those species not adapted to the altered envrronment These disturbances 
however, may not necessanly reduce b10d1vers1ty per se Some argue that 
disturbances generate b1od1vers1ty (Re1ce 1994) In fact, 1t 1s entirely possible 
that the new species assemblages may be more genetically diverse than therr 
predecessors and perform the same ecological functions Commuruty 
composition, however, may be entirely modified and of little or no real or 
perceived economic value to humaruty To m1rum1ze the probab1hty of valuable 
species bankruptcy, clear objectives for the conservation of b1od1vers1ty must be 
formulated 
Conservation pohc1es must take mto account that aquatic species are the only 
remairung non-domesticated agncultural resource of major s1gruficance (Ryman 
et al 1993) Accordmgly, strategies aimed at conservmg aquatic b1od1vers1ty 
should be similar to those used to conserve wild terrestnal species Efforts to 
conserve terrestnal wtldhfe have pnmanly focused on ecosystem-level 
preservation, and so they should for aquatic wildlife However, because aquatic 
envrronments are under mtense pressure to provide food, pharmaceuticals, and 
mdustnal products to an ever-mcreasmg human population, even greater 
d1hgence is requrred if aquatic commuruties, species, populations, and therr 
habitat are to survive To safeguard all levels of aquatic b1od1vers1ty, additional 
measures must be taken to control external stressors such as pollution, 
agncultural runoff, and deforestation and to ensure that sufficiently large aquatic 
areas are protected and more manne aquatic parks are developed Manne 
protected areas can serve to protect species, habitats, and seasonal breedmg 
grounds as well as promote the recolomzat10n of adjacent degraded 
envrronments Other uses mclude traditional fishmg, recreation, and research 
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In spite of its obvious advantages, 
the ecosystem-level approach may 
not afford taxonomic units on the 
bnnk of extmctlon the immediate 
conservauon assurance necessary 
Under such circumstances, efforts 
are needed to ensure that the 
organisms' genetic fabnc is secured 
Rapid implementation of ex-situ 
measures is particularly cntical for 
species of tradit10nal economic 
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Ex-situ measures preserve genetic 
resources outside of their natural 
habitat Institutions conducting 
research on ex-situ conservation 
(either live specimens or 
cryopreserved) include zoos, aquana, 
museums, universities, and pnvate 
fish enthusiasts 
importance However, cryopreservauon or other ex-situ techniques should not be 
limited to species of potential economic value alone because functional diversity 
may be compromised m the future In less cntical situations, m-sztu community-
management strategies that target multispecies assemblages are needed to 
complement gene-level conservat10n tactics 
Where to Begm' 
It is optimistic to think that all of Earth's inherent biodiversity can be conserved 
(Myers 1993) Soanng population pressure and mcreasmg budgetary constramts 
heighten the conservation cnsis To effectively conserve aquatic resources, it 1s 
essential that we immediately focus on the taxonomic hotspots and highly 
productive environments susceptible to degradat10n coastal, nvenne, estuanne, 
coral reefs, and mangrove environments Withm these environments, the 
selection of which level of biodiversity to target and which approach to take will 
depend on the state of the fishery m general, or the species and their populat10ns 
m particular 
Ecosystem health can be diagnosed m several ways How reliably and 
consistently environmental health is measured depends on the range of 
parameters and the number of cntena considered The mdex of b1ot1c mtegnty 
(IBI) is a promismg approach wherem fish are used as b10-md1cators to evaluate 
and monitor aquatic health The IBI is based on 12 fish population metncs 
rangmg from species composition and nchness to ecological factors (Rapport 
1990, Karr 1981) The mam drawbacks to usmg fish as bio-mdicators mclude the 
selecuve nature and labour reqmrements for field samplmg, and the impact of 
fish mobility on d1el and seasonal ti.me scales (Karr 1981) Other monitonng 
practices mvolve measunng or assessmg pnmary productivity, phytoplankton 
composition, nutnent components, water column structure, and prevailing current 
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(Alexander 1993) Pnmary productivity is the photosynthetic capacity of 
cyanobactena, diatoms, dmoflagelates, and other microscopic plant hfe Because 
over 99% of manne productivity depends on phytoplankton (Thurman 1987 m 
Upton 1992), fluctuations m carbon fixation can serve as b10logical mdices to 
measure and momtor ecosystem health over time and space (Alexander 1993) 
Problems associated with usmg microscopic plants as indicator species mclude 
taxonomic expertise is reqmred, sampling, sortmg, and identifying are difficult 
time-consuming tasks, hfe-history mformat10n for many of these species is 
hmited, and results on obscure species are often of httle relative value to the 
general public (Karr 1981) In addit10n, it is important to note that increased 
productivity may be an indicator of poor ecosystem health, as m eutrophic 
environments Developing rehable early warmng systems is cntical for target and 
approach identification The following two approaches have been identified as 
potential mechamsms for manne and freshwater management, respectively 
Large Mar1ne Ecosystems (LME) 
When coastal nations expanded 
their temtonal waters to the 200-
mile hmit, they gamed the legal 
junsdiction and management 
responsibility for over 85 % of the 
world's fishery resources (Keen 
1983) One of the mam objectives 
of the 1982 revision of the 
International Law of the Sea was to 
place a greater proportion of the 
world's most productive aquatic 
environments under the 
Although oceans are estimated to 
cover 71 % of the Earth's surface 
(Upton 1992), 90% of the open seas 
are either biological deserts or of 
low-productivity - the most 
productive and diverse areas (and 
consequently the most threatened) are 
estuanes, upwelling zones, and 
continental shelves (Avault 1994) 
custodianship of coastal nations, and to evoke, withm these coastal nations, a 
greater pohtical wilhngness to sustainably manage these diverse ecosystems and 
the resources they contam Secondly, because aquatic resources are often shared 
between nations, a regional approach to management was sought International 
peer pressure was thought to provide additional moral incentive (Pearse 1992) 
The impact of temtonal expansion on biodiversity, however, remams to be 
judged because of the commensurate increase m effort and capacity witnessed 
along with temtonal expansion 
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The Large Manne Ecosystems 
(LME) approach bmlds on the 
foundat10ns of temtonal expans10n 
Irutiated in the early 1980s, the 
LME approach targets 49 umque 
manne and coastal environments 
(Figure 1) defined as "extensive 
areas of ocean space with distinct 
hydrography, topography, 
productivity, and troph1cally 
dependent populations" (Alexander 
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In essence, the LME concept 
recognizes that Yhe sea consists of 
fairly distinct regions within which 
physical conditions, biological 
commumt1es, fish stocks, etc are so 
closely linked that they are best 
managed as a regional ecological 
unit" (Norse 1993) 
1993, Sherman and Alexander 1986 in Larkin 1993) A key feature of the LME 
approach is the designation of the functional ecosystem as the conservation umt 
Consequently, the targeted species' entire physical habitat, along with the wide 
array of predators, prey, and parasites that directly affect the species' survival, 
are included (Norse 1993) The breadth of the LME approach fac1htates realistic 
multispec1es research and management However, if such an approach is to 
succeed, ne1ghbounng countnes shanng an LME must collaborate This reg10nal 
d1mens1on to coastal zone management should foster the development of 
strategies that seek to address issues such as transboundary pollution, introduced 
species, and foreign competition (Sherman 1989 in Alexander 1993) One major 
drawback to the LME approach is the production onentation taken to research 
and management A much broader mandate is essential if issues such as 
b1od1vers1ty and ecosystems integnty are to be addressed 
Because of the complexity 
associated with, and the number of 
agencies responsible for manne 
production and conservation, 
management strategies have tended 
to be "fragmented, ad hoc, and 
reactive" (Norse 1993) The 
conventional sectoral approach to 
coastal zone management taken by 
many centralized bureaucracies has 
often led to piecemeal and 
sometimes counter-productive 
gmdehnes that reflect each 
agency's own agenda-·(Norse 1993) 
Many international donors support the 
LME approach, including the Global 
Environment Facility, World Bank, 
UNDP, and FAO (Alexander 1993) 
Interested countnes include Belgium, 
Cameroon, China, Cote d'Ivoire, 
Denmark, Estonia, Germany, Japan, 
Kenya, South Korea, the Netherlands, 
Nigena, Norway, the Phillppmes, 
Poland, and Thailand (Alexander 
1993) 
A more proactive integrated management approach, wherem coastal and manne 
research and management policies are developed and coordinated in a coherent 










Figure 1 World map of Large Manne Ecosystems (Alexander 1993) 
Key 
1 Eastern Benng Sea 18 Iceland Shelf 34 Bay of Bengal 
2 Gulf of Alaska 19 Barents Sea 35 South Chma Sea 
3 Cahforma Current 20 Noiwegian Shelf 36 Sulu-Celebes Seas 
4 Gulf of Cahforma 21 North Sea 37 Indonesian Seas 
5 Gulf of Mexico 22 Baltic Sea 38 Northern Austrahan Shelf 
6 Southeast US Contmental Shelf 23 Celtic-Biscay Shelf 39 Great Barner Reef 
7 Northeast US Contmental Shelf 24 Ibenan Coastal 40 New Zealand Shelf 
8 Scotian. Shelf 25 Mediterranean Sea 41 East Chma Sea 
9 Newfoundland Shelf 26 Black Sea 42 Yellow Sea 
10 West Greenlan.d Shelf 27 Canary Current 43 Kuroshto Current 
11 Insular Pacific-Hawauan 28 Gumea Current 44 Sea of Japan 
12 Canbbean Sea 29 Benguela Current 45 Oyashto Current 
13 Humboldt Current 30 Agulhas Current 46 Sea of Okhotsk 
14 Patagoman Shelf 31 Somah Coastal Current 47 West Benng Sea 
15 Braztl Current 32 Arabian Sea 48 Faroe Plateau 
16 Northeast Braz.ti Shelf 33...Jled Sea 49 Antarctic 
17 East Greenland Shelf 
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fashion across sectors, would be more effective (Norse 1993) Cross-sectoral and 
mter-agency consensus buildmg may often pose a formidable challenge 
However, strategies emerging from such a process may more accurately reflect 
the comprehensive scope of the activities that are necessary 
The F1ve-T1er Approach for Freshwater Ecosystems 
The impact of human activities on freshwater systems is sigruficant From acid 
ram to water competition and habitat destruction, freshwater resources are under 
enormous stress Although the five-tier approach was developed for freshwater 
ecosystems m Califorrua, the pnnciples are applicable to any stressed freshwater 
environment charactenzed with high endemism and rapid species loss (Moyle 
and Leidy 1992 m Moyle and Yoshiyama 1994) A key feature to this approach 
is the hierarchical designation of the watershed as the landscape conservation urut 
(Moyle and Yoshiyama 1994) Because watersheds may not encompass a species' 
entire range, this approach is Judged as a medmm-term solution, i e , less than 
100 years (Moyle and Yoshiyama 1994) 
The first tier mvolves an m-depth 
species mventory withm the 
targeted area and the identification 
of those species deemed 
endangered, threatened, or rapidly 
dechrung Secondly, from the 
identified hst, clusters of species 
known to routmely share restncted 
geographic ranges are formed By 
developmg strategies for clusters of 
troubled species, the probability of 
preservmg native habitat and local 
food chams is also mcreased 
(Moyle and Yoshiyama 1994) 
Because entire watersheds are often 
too large and locally unmanageable 
without adequate mfrastructure and 
finance, and because of logistical 
problems associated with official 
Each umt must have the following 
charactenstzcs 
• large and diverse enough to 






headwaters and npanan zones 
must be protected, 
functional redundancy must be 
an implicit feature, 
unzt replication is imperative, 
and 
within each cluster, population 
size must be large enough to 
avoid problems associated with 
small populations (Moyle and 
Yoshiyama 1994) 
reserve and refu.gia status, the third step calls for the dehneatlon of management 
uruts of utzlitanan proportions (usually 50 km2) These first three measures aim 
to protect species and populations potentially on the bnnk of extinction They are 
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only stop-gap measures, however, and will not ensure that ecosystems are 
permanently safeguarded Consequently, the process is expanded in the fourth 
and fifth tlers where entlre watersheds within a region and 1s followed by the 




Several cntena have been outlmed to determme 1f a species' survival 1s m 
Jeopardy The four mam factors considered by the Natlonal Manne F1shenes 
Service (NMFS) to establish a species' susceptib1hty mclude hm1ted distnbution, 
prolonged maturatlon penod, rare due to hm1ted ecological role, and excessive 
over-explo1tatlon (Manne F1shenes Sectlon and Endangered Species Committee 
1991) W1thm highly productive manne and freshwater environments, 1rutial 
conservation efforts should focus on those species assemblages most sensitive to 
perturbations and m 1mmed1ate danger, e g , species and populauons with 
confined ranges, top level predators, and spec1al1sts 
Species with hm1ted ranges are 
highly susceptible to habitat 
destruction and degradation and 
may be pushed to the bnnk of 
extinction by habitat alterations 
(Upton 1992) Paleontolog1cal 
studies of manne invertebrates 
md1cate that widely distnbuted 
species are less vulnerable to 
extinction than range-restncted 
genera Loss of higher taxa with 
hm1ted ranges can only be 
measured over geological time 
scales For example, coral-reef 
A species or sub-species zs considered 
endangered or threatened if zt 
• zs m danger of extmctwn, 
• zs ecologically extinct, 
• zs below 5% of zts ongmal 
• 
adult population size, or 
zs otherwise severely depleted 
throughout all or a significant 
portion of its range 
(Lagomarsino 1992 m 
Huntsman 1994) 
recovery rates are estimated between 5 and 10 mtlhon years (Sheehan 1985 m 
Jablonski 1991) Through the fossil record " evidence 1s accumulating that taxa 
and morphologies may have been lost not because they were poorly adapted 
but because they occurred m lineages lacking the environmental tolerances or 
geographic d1stnbution necessary for survival" (Jablonski 1991) 
Over-explmtation and habitat degradation are disruptmg the predator-prey 
balance that charactenzes many aquatic ecosystems (Alexander 1993) To what 
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extent such relationships are affected, and how the ecosystem responds to these 
changes, is a relative function of exploitation and habitat loss Figure 2, a 
simplified version of the mackerel, hemng, and sand lance stocks off the US 
northeast coast, illustrates the number of mammalian predators potentially 
affected by reduced prey abundance Consequently, maintaining predator-prey 
balance to conserve marine populations requires sound ecological data and 
specific intervention measures One strategy proposed to correct predator-prey 
imbalance is concentrating fishing effort on predators to allow prey populations 
to recover However, the potential aftermath of such directional activities is not 
yet fully understood (Alexander 1993) 
The innate genetic contrast between specialist and generalist species also has 
conservation ramifications for both manne and freshwater environments 
Specialists, genetically programmed to seek out uruque habitats with distinct 
ruches, perform narrowly defined ecological functions Typical generalists, on 
the other hand, are widely distnbuted over broad ranges of fluctuating 
environments in which they play numerous roles Contrary to specialists, 
generalists tend to exhibit low genetic vanabihty (Thorne-Miller and Catena 
1991) In their study of manne teleosts, Smith and Fugio (1982) found a negative 
correlation between genetic vanabihty and environmental range Specialists from 
tropical, temperate pelagic, and intertidal/subhttoral habitats were highly vanable 
genetically, whereas, generalists inhabitmg demersal and polar environments 
were not Concentrating on specialists irutially, then, should be a conservation 
objective 
Single and Multispec1es Management Strategies 
Most fishenes management 
strategies to date have focused on 
individual species These single-
species onented tactics, however, 
do not reflect the complex 
commuruty nature that fishenes 
exhibit and consequently, many 
such efforts have not achieved 
anticipated results Recently, 
"Conventzonal management regimes 
have proven inadequate as they have 
frequently failed to protect fish stocks 
from depletzon, and almost always 
failed to maintain prosperous fishing 
industnes" (Pearse 1992) 
emphasis has shifted to stock-management strategies that target multispecies 
assemblages and are sensitive to population-dynamrcs-(Murawskr-1991, Cushing 
1988 in Kenchington 1992) In addition, pnnciples generated in landscape 
ecology are being incorporated to provide greater insight as to how 
















Silver Hake Spiny Dogfish Atlantic Cod 
Figure 2 Predator-prey reiatlansh1ps among some fish, -marine mammals, and 
seabirds of the pelagic ecosystem off the northeast US For the sake of clarity, not 
all predator and prey species are portrayed Arrows indicate the d1rect10ns of 
bromass flow, and are based on feedmg habits studies (Murawski 1991) 
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biogeographical parameters affect commuruty mteract10ns and ecological 
relationships such as predation and competit10n (Ray 1991) Research on 
multispecies assemblages will broaden our understandmg of the nuts and bolts of 
fishenes, thus enablmg scientists to more competently advise policymakers 
However, unless fishers themselves are mtegrated mto the whole decision-makmg 
process, research will not have the desired impact on aquatic biodiversity 
conservation 
Targeting the Gene 
Immense gaps exist m our understandmg of the ecology and reproductive 
behaviour of many potentially important native species In tropical aquatic 
ecosystems such as Lake Victona, and the Amazon and Mekong watersheds, for 
example, many species are d1sappeanng faster than they are bemg identified 
(Goldman 1994) This represents a s1gruficant loss of genetic b10chvers1ty, the 
biological basis for evolution 
It is upon this genetic b1od1vers1ty that aquaculture worldwide will mcreasmgly 
depend as populat10n pressure contmues to mount Because most aquaculture 
broodstock resources are wild, m-sztu conservation of these wild gene pools and 
their ecological support systems will remam vitally important Ex-situ 
conservation of these genetic resources, however, is an additional precautionary 
measure that must not be overlooked 
Ex-Situ Conservation of Aquatic Resources 
At the gene level, two approaches to conservat10n are taken hve ex-situ efforts 
mcludes zoos, aquana, and museums where captive breedmg and propagat10n are 
routine procedures The suspended ex-sztu strategy consists of gene banks, where 
semen is cryopreserved for future access (Soule 1991) Advantages to the ex-situ 
approach mclude safeguardmg species on the bnnk of extinction, long-term 
storage and breeder access to md1genous germplasm, ease and immediacy of 
techruques, and low mamtenance costs The representative nature and narrow 
genetic base of collected samples, the capacity to mamtam viable populations, the 
lack of facilities and habitat generated selection pressure, and the need for long-
term favourable poh~1es and continued fundmg are drawbacks that currently hmit 
the scope of ex-sltu conservation In addition, the traditional knowledge on how, 
when, and where the conserved germplasm is to be used is frequently lost (Wood 
1993) 
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As reserv01rs of genetic resources, gene banks are also sources of umque and 
disease-resistant strains for future introduction into estabhshed aquaculture or 
captive breeding programs A maJor benefit of ex-situ conservation is that 
cryopreserved genetic resources may serve in evolutionary, reproductive, and 
developmental biology research In addition, such matenal may be used to 
advance spawmng coordination and to overcome constraints associated with the 
movement of fresh sperm (Harvey 1990) In areas where transport of live fish is 
nsky or expensive, cryopreservation techmques are very useful in the re-
establishment of populations and in the rapid introduction of genetic matenal into 
dispersed, inbred populations To date, ex-situ efforts have focused pnmanly on 
commercially important freshwater species and on preservation of endangered 
genetic matenal 
In an effort to protect endangered 
fish populations, lakeside 
aquaculture and captive breeding 
are often utilized The aim is to 
buy time to evaluate options and to 
design regional conservation 
approaches (Warmolts 1994) 
However, the impact of increased 
genetic dnft and inbreeding in 
In Lake Vzctona, international 
conservation efforts are concentrating 
on the haplochromines, tilapias, and 
other traditional food species, e g , 
Oreochrorrus esculentus and Labeo 
victonanus 
many hatchery-based enhancement strategies has led to senous questions 
concerning population viability (Bartley 1994) Ex-situ techmques can allow for 
the rapid introgression of new genes into bottlenecked breeding programs, thus 
helping to improve survivorship of released progeny into restored or altered 
habitats 
Genetic-Environment Interactions in Fish Breedmg 
Many current fish breeding 
programs, modelled after 
conventional ammal-improvement 
strategies, reduce genetic diversity 
by selecting only a few desirable 
traits for seerrungly homogenous 
culture environments (Doyle et al 
1991) Doyle et al -(!991) suggest 
that genetic vanability may be 
promoted through selective 
Many modem salnwnzd breeding 
programs emphasize adaptation to 
intensive management and disease 
resistance, and ignore genetic-
envzronment interactions in an effort 
to produce all-pulpose breeds that 
yield .well~cross a llanety of 
environments 
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diversification, a breeding regime wherein the preservat10n of strong genetic-
environment (GE) interactions (vanation of the relative performance of 
phenotypes among different culture environments) are recogmzed as a key 
component of breed development They point out that intense selection pressure 
between and within breeds will conserve diversity, not pnmitiveness Because a 
wide range of culture environments and behavioral adaptat10ns exist for many 
aquaculture species, varying selection pressure on desired traits or behaviours 
specific to that culture system will influence GE interactions and breed creation 
A strong GE effect can occur when 
a wild breed is selected across two 
or more different environments 
(Doyle et al 1991) The genetic 
conservation component anses from 
stable fitness vanations 
(polymorphisms) that create strong 
GE effects and allow species to 
adapt to heterogenous environments 
Examples of GE moderating factors 
include management intensity, feed 
types and schedules, stocking size and 
density, water and soil quality, 
foraging, and predator exclusion 
(Tave 1994, Doyle et al 1991) 
(Tave 1994) Breeds developed from such a strategy may serve as a hving 
library to accommodate changes in consumer preferences, economics, husbandry 
techmques, and national or regional genetic improvement strategies Such a 
breeding strategy is a compromise between the need for mcreased yield and for 
genetic b10diversity conservation The Genetic Improvement m Farmed Tdapias 
(GIFT) project m the Ph1hppines is investigating GE effects across a wide range 
of culture environments including ponds, cages, and ncefields The GIFT project 
is the first holistic fish breeding project in the tropics to include conservation and 
prudent use of aquatic genetic diversity Such an endeavor is extremely important 
for tropical developing countnes with diverse aquatic environments, many of 
which are often under heavy pressure to produce food 
Molecular BIOiogy in Aquatic B1od1vers1ty Conservation 
To effectively address the issue of aquatic b10diversity conservation, it is 
imperative that we overcome our inab1hty to pinpomt genetic d1ssimilanties 
among and between individuals, populat10ns, species, and stocks, and to morutor 
their fluctuations over time and space With the advent of molecular tools for 
biological research, s1gruficant progress in fishenes management and 
conservation is expected However, techruques ~such as morph·ometnc-analyses 
and protem electrophoresis may lead to erroneous conclusions or do not detect 
sufficient levels of vanabihty to answer finer point quest10ns (Larkm 1992) 
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Morphological traits often show 
weak genetic correlation due to 
strong environmental mfluences, 
and protem isozymes are someumes 
mvanable over large sample sizes 
(Utter and Seeb 1990) In the early 
1980s, the development of 
restnction fragment length 
polymorphism and polymerase 
chain reaction methodologies made 
identification of differences m 
sequence and form of DNA 
nucleotides possible These tools are 
now enabling geneticists to 
distinguish among and between 
these different levels of 
b1odivers1ty 
Fishenes and aquaculture geneticists 
are usmg many highly pervasive 
technologies to answer questions 
pertaimng to fish and shellfish 
population genetics and evolutionary 
lineages The numbers of DNA 
sequences available for 
discnmmation studies at the species 
level are many orders of magmtude 
larger than those features descnbed 
for morphometncs (Hubbs and 
Lagler 1947 m Wirgm and 
Waldman 1994) and electrophoresis 
(Murphy et al 1990 m Wirgm and 
Waldman 1994) DNA 
polymorphisms can provide a 
wealth of vanauon m the 
descnpuon or mducuon of useful 
markers for identification by 
preferential breedmg of genetically 
Application of DNA analyses 
Wzrgin and Waldman (1994) 
summa.nze the potential applzcatzons 
of molecular techniques to fishenes 
problems 












mixed stock assemblages, 
relatzve populatzon 
contnbutzons to stock 
productzvzty and mixed stock 
analysis, 
quantificatzon of genetzc 
vanabzlzty and 
znterlintrapopulatzon change, 
maxzmizatzon and maintenance 
of genetic diversity and 
integnty in hatchenes, 
dzscnminatzon of hatchery 
versus wild fish, 
identificatzon of hybnds and 
gene flow introgresszon 
analyses, 
performance evaluatzons 
through genetzc marking, 
gender zdentificatzon in 
non-breeding seasons, 
forensic analysis, 
restoratzon of extinct 
populatzons via genetic 
matching, 
taxonomic investigations to 
protect endangered fishes, and 
bzomarkers of contarrunatzon 
exposure (xenobzotically 
sensitive genes) 
distinguishable mdividuals (Castclh et al i'990)- Genetrc markers are also 
hentable, thus facilitatmg multi-generational research (Wirgm and Waldman 
1994) Usmg mim- or micro-satellites m high resolution analyses such as DNA 
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fingerpnntmg, even genetic differences at the mdividual level may be detected 
The choice of techruque depends on the amount of resolution the problem 
reqmres Many stocks or populations, such as the Atlantic hernng (Clupea 
harengus), exhibit low levels of genetic divergence over wide pelagic zones, and 
thus reqmre high resolution techruques (Smith et al 1990) On the other hand, 
because salmorud stocks are isolated and exhibit high levels of genetic 
divergence, genetic differences may be detected by protem electrophoresis The 
maJor hmdrances to workmg with DNA polymorphisms are that DNA extraction 
and preparation are labour intensive and reqmre numerous fresh samples to 
establish the data sets required for result validation Because replication is 
essential m this procedure, resolution may be sacnficed for speed If no 
sigruficant statistical differences are found after a reasonable search effort, 
molecular techruques allow for mcreased survey of alternate sections of the 
genome to find useable markers (Waldman et al 1988) 
The Conservation Unit 
Ecological diversity can give nse to specific local adaptations and thus, important 
genetic diversity One of the maJor stumblmg blocks to conservation is 
delmeatmg the urut of conservation The US endangered species act focuses on 
11 any distmct population segment of any species of vertebrate fish or wildlife 
which mterbreeds when mature 11 In terms of conservation, however, there are 
senous questions concerrung the use of the species complex as a urut An 
alternatlve that is gairung greater attention is the evolut10nary sigruficant urut 
(ESU) Waples (1991) defines an ESU as a reproducuvely isolated populatlon 
that has underuably contnbuted to the species' evolut10n In determirung effectlve 
reproductlve isolauon, evoluuonary contnbuuon, and populauon distlnctness, 
special consideratlon must be given to the followmg features anadromy/ 
nonanadromy, run tlme, effect of artificial propagat10n programs, histonc and 
present effectlve population sizes, and mixed stocks or populauon clusters 
(Waples 1991) Those populations occupymg uruque habitats and exhibiung 
special ecological adaptatlons can also be considered ESU s (Waples 1991) 
Various genetlc analyses will be used to address problems relating to ESU 
assigrung With statisucal data analysis and mterpretat1on, comes the concerns 
that statlstlcal sigruficance does not imply evolut10nary sigruficance, and that 
geneuc differences do not suggest genetlc d1sunctness (Waples and Teel 1990) 
An evolutionary component must be considered (Utter 1981) Smrth et al (1990) 
pomt out that even though many marine stocks may occur as large regional 
clusters, consistlng of numerous spatially uruque spawrung groups with very httle 
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discreet taxonomic status, their 
overall evolutionary contnbut10n to 
the species should not be 
underestimated L1fe-h1story research 
mto migratory habits, home-range 
patterns, seasonality of behav10urs, 
use of foragmg and spawmng areas, 
and biological responses to habitat 
alteration, must be mcluded w1thm 
ESU conservation programs (Reid 
1993) 
Because of the alarmmg rate at which 
we are altenng aquatic ecosystems, 
ex-situ techmques are vital if gene 
pools are to be conserved Due to 
our lack of emp1ncal knowledge, 
more extensive research mto 
determ1mng ESU s and understandmg 
genetic stock structures is needed 
Conservation emphasis must be 
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nThe identificatzon of ESUs within 
species was recognized as a difficult 
task, requmng the use of natural 
history informatzon, morphometncs, 
range and distnbution data, as well as 
protein electrophoresis, cytogemc 
analyses, and restnctzon mapping of 
mztochondnal and nuclear DNA n 
(Ryder 1986) 
Cryopreserved matenal represents a 
genetic snap shot of local populations 
at a specific time in evolution, and 
may help breeders to deal wzth both 
present and future cnses 
placed on the application of efficient and cost-effective techmques relating to the 
conservation of ESU s How and where the lmes are drawn m the process of 
savmg the maximum amount of effective b10d1vers1ty m aquatic ecosystems must 
be determmed What are our pnontles m the face of ever-decreasmg resources? 
In aquaculture, ex-situ technologies must be develof>ed m conjunction with 
husbandry improvements, environmental impact awareness, and ecological 
technologies to create sustamable production systems Ex-situ strategies, 
however, should never be seen as an alternative to mamtenance of aquatic 
ecosystem mtegnty A balance must be struck between conservation ethic and 
utihtanan concern Target cntena such as ecosystem function (keystone species, 
top level predator-prey mteractlons, evolut10nary lmeage), commercial 
importance, and trad1tional value must be defined Genetic analyses and ex-situ 
techmques must be mcorporated mto a conservation framework based on 
adaptive co-management strategies, recogmtion of pertinent md1genous 
knowledge, and effective government pohc1es 
Biodiversity Conservation and Management 
The quesuon of aquatic biodiversity conservation literally rests with resource 
management If stocks were sustainably managed and habitats preserved, 
conservauon would hkely not be as grave an issue - the cns1s response 
Although stock-management strategies worldwide vary almost as much as do 
cultures, two contrasung models emerge, open access (common property) and 
tradiuonal It is not the purpose here to expound in any great detail on the 
advantages and disadvantages of each, but rather to simply highlight some of the 
main drawbacks to each approach under present-day condiuons, and to propose 
how greater stndes in aquatic biodiversity conservation may be achieved 
Open Access Regimes 
Open access regimes are based on the fundamental pnnciple of common property 
under which no one individual can control the resource (Hviding and Jul-Larsen 
1993) In most proponent countnes, open access is backstopped by rules and 
regulations set and enforced usually by a central authonty Ruddle (1988) 
contends that "manne fishenes m Western societies are perhaps the last maJor 
resource to have been exploited under open access regimes " The very absence 
of custodianship signals the need for alternative manne conservation and 
management (Upton 1992) 
Society, m general, benefits under a common property regime as long as the 
sought after resource remains plentiful and its exploitation remains economically 
viable As pressure on the fishery mounts and stocks become depleted, however, 
fishers inevitably end up competing against one another for the same fish, 
ulumately leading to over-capitalization on gear as individuals aspire to increase 
their share of the resource (Pinkerton 1989) Keen (1983) maintains that "excess 
effort has come to be recogmzed as the ma.Jar and most intractable problem m 
manne fishery resources management " The root of the problem according to 
Keen (1983) rests with four incentives fishers face regarding both resource 
exploitauon and enhancement 
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These issues have long exasperated 
fishenes authonttes m their quest to 
sustamably manage aquatic 
resources under open access on a 
national scale The overwhelmmg 
complexities witnessed dunng 
efforts to conserve whales, 
anadromous salmomds, and pelagic 
hemngs (Ryman et al 1993) are 
testimony to the problems associated 
with open access on an mternational 
scale 
W ithm countnes adhenng to 
common property pnnciples, 
attempts to curb fishenes over-
expl01tatton have ranged from 
hmited entry to numerous 
restnctions on gear, species, and 
season Regrettably, these efforts 
have not often succeeded because 
they madequately address the 
problems mherent to common 
property regimes (Norse 1993) In 
an effort to further reduce 
accessibility to common resources, 
quota allocation has also been proposed 
Individual transferable quotas 
(ITQs) are a form of exclusive nght 
to either a fixed or fluctuating 
portion of a fishery (Pearse 1992) 
and once awarded, fishers are free 
to determme how and when their 
allotted share of the total allowable 
catch is to harvested (Norse 1993) 
Although ITQs are legal assets that 
can be bought and sold, they are not 
The four main incennves are 
• the incentive to take the best 
first, 
• the incennve to continue 
exploitation as long as the 
user's opportunzty costs are 
met although the resource is 
greatly reduced m 
productivity, 
• the incentive to continue to 
increase investment in 
exploitation even after the 
maximum sustainable yield is 
exceeded if demand forces the 
value of the resource upward, 
and 
• a lack of incentive to invest in 
the productivity of the 
resource although to do so 
would, in terms of total 
productivity, provide a 
handsome return on 
investment (Keen 1983) 
The concept of ITQs, inltlated in New 
Zealand, has also been implemented 
in Australza 's southern blue.fin tuna 
fishery, Canada's Paez.fie halzbut 
fishery, and in the US Atlantic 
wreck.fish, ocean quahog clam, and 
surf clam.fishenes (Norse 1993) 
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considered pnvate-propertyiNorse i993)-Because-there1s a tendency to under-
report and to high-grade, i e , dump less valuable landmgs out at sea, quotas 
reqmre extensive pohcmg and consequently, are costly to implement and 
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adm1ruster (Keen 1983) If implemented on a wide scale, ITQs could eventually 
lead to the transfer of management respons1b1hties to those with the greatest 
stake in the fishery, the end-users In fact, some predict that ITQs (or a 
reasonable facsimile) may result in fishenes pnvatization and the abandonment of 
the long held view that open seas are common property (Scott 1989 in Pearse 
1992) 
The conceptual basis to ITQs, 
however, is indehbl y ingrained in 
conventional management and 
quantitative theory that assumes that 
"control of fishing mortality can 
lead to an increase in a species 
numencal abundance" (Wilson et al 
1994) Substantially greater research 
and funding are reqmred to confirm 
this because some argue that "the 
complexity [and potential chaotic 
A qualitative, parametnc approach to 
fishenes management based on such 
" life stage governing factors as 
habitat, migration, spawning, 
growth, predation and other 
attnbutes n may improve the 
current 30-50% forecasting accuracy 
(Wilson et al 1994) 
nature] of aquatic ecosystems precludes predictab1hty of the sort reqmred to 
exercise the numencal control envisioned by current theory" (Hilborn et al 1993 
in Wilson et al 1994) Enhghtened proponents submit that although "chaouc 
systems are determ1mstic with clear cause and effect relat10nships the vanety 
and non-lineanty of the relationships make system outcomes almost impossible to 
predict" on a long-term basis (Wilson et al 1994) They emphasize that if 
management targeted "HOW fish were caught rather than HOW MANY," better 
results might be obtained (Wilson et al 1994) This very bnef outline of the 
western scientific approach to management Illustrates only a few of the very 
perplexing issues facing authonties and managers caught in the common property 
paradigm 
Traditional Management Systems 
In many regions of the world, 
aquatic resources are traditionally 
managed under a commuruty-based 
form of sea tenure, wherein access 
to coastal and inland waters is 
determined by society (Hv1aing and -
Jul-Larsen 1993) The propnetory 
nature associated with sea tenunal 
User nghts are defined as "a claim, 
consciously protected by customary 
law and practice, to a resource 
and/or the services or benefits that 
deR:ve-from lt~ {Ruddle 1994) 
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systems vanes from access entltlement to the complex legal system of Japan 
(Ruddle 1988) Sea tenure systems may be defined as the "ways m winch 
fishermen perceive, define, delimit, own, and defend their nghts to mshore 
fishmg grounds" (Emmerson 1980, Acheson 1981, Ruddle and Aktmichi 1984 m 
Ruddle 1988) Withm a sea-tenure framework, user nghts to specific regions, 
species, gear, or seasons are allocated to mdividuals, families, or clans usually 
by an elder or commumty leader (Ruddle 1988) Granung of user nghts may be 
by virtue of birth, marnage, or cultural status withm the commumty (Doulman 
1993) Because user nghts only confer the pnvdege to use the resource and not 
own it, these nghts are generally not transferable (Doulman 1993) 
In many of the cultures where traditlonal management systems prevail, an 
mumate bond with resources exists, and coastal and shallow inland waters are 
considered an extension of the commumty land base Consequently, many sea 
tenure systems are founded on the social orgamzatlon and cultural dimensions of 
the commumty (Ruddle 1988) Upon bestowal of user nghts, recipients are 
committed to, and must abide by, often unwntten and mformal management and 
conservauon gmdelmes established and enforced by the commumty (Ruddle 
1994) Many traditlonal measures such as selectlve harvesting and stnct control 
strategies for vulnerable species are based on sound ecological pnnciples and 
have successfully mimmized over-exploitation (Doulman 1993) Many traditlonal 
conservation strategies were designed under low populatlon pressure, however 
As population density mcreased, measures mcreasmgly became more 
soplnstlcated (Doulman 1993) Intense population pressure can (and m many 
cases has) exceed the potential conservation limits traditional measures were 
designed to achieve In addiuon to populauon, social change and the advent of 
commercial fishmg opportumtles with modern gear are causmg many of the 
traditional conservauon structures and management approaches to breakdown, 
ulumately resulting m stock depleuon and habitat degradauon, e g , Gulf of 
Thailand, the Philippmes, Indonesia, and the South Pacific (Doulman 1993) 
Based on tins short discussion of contrastmg strategies, three fundamental issues 
emerge the issue of property nghts, the lack of synergy between authontles and 
fishers, and the breakdown of tradiuonal management systems Although 
headway with respect to property nghts is bemg made via temtonal expansion 
(Exclusive Economic Zones) and potenually with ITQs, senous questlons 
regardmg allocatlon, regulation, and compliance remain unanswered Although 
governments and fishers disagree on many issues, collaborative efforts to resolve 
the conflicts are bemg made It is11ow wideiyTecogmzed that iocal knowledge 
and data shanng may s1gmficantly improve stock assessment such that generated 
analyses will be more comprehensive, accurately reflect biosocioeconomic 
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realities, and dispel much of the skepticism fishers feel for many legislated 
pohc1es In addition, commumty willingness to participate m resource 
enhancement, dec1s10n makmg, and momtonng 1s mcreasmg and encouraged 
The concept of shared partnership 1s emergmg, albeit slowly In as much as 
traditional systems are concerned, here hes a ventable opportumty to acquire a 
greater understandmg of truly a.me-tested management models and mechamsms 
that may be mcorporated mto modern management schemes Because many 
traditional systems have already been hybnd1zed with market-based models 
(Ruddle 1988), this may be an opportumty to ascertam how best a blend of both 
may be achieved 
Greater endorsement of commumty-based approaches 1s beginmng to surface as 
the optJ.on of co-management gams legitimacy (Pmkerton 1989) and as fiscal 
restramts grow more severe "This shift comes at a time of global economic 
change which has shown the hm1ted ab1hty of governments to buffer 
commumties agamst change" (Pmkerton 1989) As with traditional management 
systems, the option of co-management " work best m fishenes where the 
number of parties mvolved 1s small, where they are similar m size and have 
similar mterests, where there 1s a tradition of cooperation, where the 
orgamzation [or commumty] regulates its members' activities, and where 1t has 
unquestionable authonty" (Jentoft 1989 m Pearse 1992) 
Because aquatic ecosystems have multiple uses, management objectives must atm 
to mimm1ze use conflicts, matntam ecosystem health, mcrease scientific 
understandmg, and sustatnably generate wealth (Alexander 1993) These 
objectives must be defined by consensus between fishers, local commumties, 
researchers, and government officials To effectively meet these objectives, co-
management strategies must be implemented w1thm a legally bmdmg framework, 
thus ensunng that nghts over resource use and conservation are protected The 
B1od1vers1ty Convention and Agenda 21 affords nations the legal basis upon 
which to build comprehensive conservation strategies The challenge 1s now ours 
Recommendations 
Strategies to conserve aquatic natural resources will be formulated under the 
auspices of the Biodiversity Convention and Agenda 21 and the UN Convention 
on the Law of the Sea These strategies must promote the rational and 
sustainable use of endemic and highly productive manne and freshwater 
ecosystems Research on m-sztu conservat10n, backstopped by ex-sztu 
preservation and long-term momtonng commitments, are reqmred These 
approaches will foster a greater understandmg of the relat10nship between 
environmental factors and human resource use patterns 
The following is a list of recommendations that, if implemented, may help to 
ensure that aquatic b10chversity are conserved In an effort to gain a greater 
understandmg of the ecological complexities associated with zn- and ex-situ 
conservation of aquatic b10diversity, potential research issues are also suggested 
These recommendat10ns are, m part, a summary of those outlmed m the Expert 
Consultation on Utihzat10n and Conservation of Aquatic Genetic Resources 
(FAQ 1993) Aquatic habitat destruct10n and degradat10n are recogmzed as 
pnmary threats to b10diversity, and consequently, it is crucial that appropnate 
measures be taken to reduce contmued habitat loss The challenge of mochfymg, 
and if necessary, suspendmg or abohshmg destructive harvestmg practices such 
as trawling, or the use of explosives and toxic chemicals, must be met It is also 
imperative that policies that madvertently create the mcentive for fishers to high-
grade, i e , dump less valuable catches out at sea, be elimmated Furthermore, 
management strategies and gear technologies must be developed to sigmficantly 
reduce bycatches, particularly those associated with shnmp trawling and the use 
of dnft nets 
In an effort to achieve these conservation objectives, an mternational advisory 
committee, linked directly to the donor and banking commumties, could be 
commissioned to oversee project proposals and loan applicat10ns Approval 
granting could be made condit10nal on the applicant nat10n's w1llmgness, 
capacity, and track record to abide by, and enforce a set of provisions and 
standard code of practices pertaimng specifically to b10d1vers1ty conservation 
This kmd nf leverage may motivate nations to take the necessary steps to ensure 
that aquatic b10d1versity is effectively conserved For those nations where 
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adherence poses too formidable a challenge, either due to lack of technological 
expertise or adequate fac1ht1es, additional fundmg should be made available to 
ensure that compliance is observed and the obstacles overcome Such a process 
must not, in any way, be an impediment to development, but rather, an 
analogous measure to environmental impact assessments, now routinely 
conducted pnor to project approval 
In-situ conservation of aquatic ecosystem integnty must encompass the protection 
of species assemblages and their functional inter-relat10nships If the LME and 
five-her approaches are acknowledged as appropnate in1tlatlves to achieve these 
objectives, then specific measures must be taken to ensure that the political 
willingness to collaborate in the sustainable management of these designated 
zones is fostered between those nations shanng either an LME or a watershed 
Because of the complexities associated with reg10nal collaborat10n, non-partisan 
international bodies, such as those within the CG system and FAQ, could 
negotiate agreements to seek appropnate solut10ns and sound management 
strategies amenable to all parties 
In terms of reqmred research, several topics emerge the impact of continued 
harvesting on populat10n dynamics and demographics, the ecological role of 
lesser known taxonomic umts, the functional redundancy - population res1hence 
phenomenon, endangered manne species status re-defimt10n, greater emphasis on 
selective diversification in breeding strategies, and increased evidence and 
support for the ESU concept as the conservat10n umt Recent findings indicate 
that detnmental changes in hfe history traits, and shifts in natural populat10n 
demographics brought about by continued over-fishing, may be reversed by 
reduced harvesting intensity (Altukhov 1993) Increased research is needed to 
decipher what the mechamsms associated with selection pressure and continued 
explmtation are, and potentially, how reg10nal, national, and commumty-level 
action plans can be formulated to ease harvest pressure to sustainable levels and 
thus allow taxonomic umts of ecological and economic importance, now at 
cntically low levels, to recover 
With current bycatch rates estimated at approximately 30% (Alverson et al 
1994), populations levels of lesser known taxons may be sigmficantly altered, 
which in turn, may adversely affect their ability to adequately carry out their 
ecological funct10ns and thus destabilizing entire ecosystems An in-depth 
understanding of therr ecological role and of the consequences of continued 
exploitation is absolutely essential if sound measures are ever-robe taken to 
ensure ecosystem stability 
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The funct10nal redundancy - population resilience phenomenon has not received 
sufficient research attent10n In certain manne ecosystems for example, 
functional diversity and redundancy may not be as pronounced as in terrestnal 
systems either due to fewer species within each aquatic trophic level, more 
trophic levels, or a greater number of species performing identical or similar 
funct10ns m terrestnal systems (May 1988) If redundancy is in fact less in 
aquatic systems, then these ecosystems may be less resilient than their terrestnal 
counterparts, and consequently, unable to sustain similar explmtation levels 
Understandmg the pnnc1ples behmd the redundancy phenomenon will provide us 
with greater ms1ght mto population composition, structure, and the ecological 
function that different levels of b10diversity perform 
Greater research is also needed to re-evaluate cntena presently used to Judge if 
manne species should be hsted as endangered, threatened, or overfished 
Huntsman (1994) submits that these categoncal defimt10ns clearly need re-
defimng, as m their current state, they are ambiguous and sub1ect to conszderable 
debate In this regard, Myers (1993) caut10ns against conservat10n 
procrastmation for the sake of znconcluszve evidence because by the time absolute 
data are collected and compiled, it may m many cases be too late to make any 
dec1s10n at all Under the Amencan system, although legal ramifications 
associated with hstmg of endangered species (or populat10ns) are designed to 
help depleted stocks recover, conservat10n efforts m the last 10 years have not 
culmmated m even one species bemg removed from the endangered hst 
(Wilhams et al 1989) It was noted, however, that had efforts not been made, 
the hst of 139 additional endangered species would have been much greater 
(Williams et al 1989) The fact that despite considerable effort, no species was 
removed from the endangered hst may be mterpreted as a warmng signal 
md1catmg that effective conservation strategies are lacking Adequate measures 
are needed to ensure that the health of the fishenes and the fishers is mamtamed 
If genetic diversity within cultured breeds is to be mamtained and enhanced, 
selective diversification will have to be incorporated into breeding strategies and 
programs Concerted efforts must be made to encourage breeding at the local 
level over a wide range of culture environments Decentralization of breeding 
strategies is absolutely necessary if farmer economic decision-making is to be 
used as a cntenon m breed development Increased research to develop 
evaluation tools that cntically assess how well breeding programs maintam and 
promote genetic diversity is needed 
A greater understanding of the mechamsms by which ESUs are formulated is 
required if science is to clearly define ESUs Research should focus on 
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developmg user-fnendly DNA analytical tools such that ESUs are more readily 
identified 
Ex-sztu conservat10n strategies complement m-sztu efforts by prov1dmg 
supplementary protect10n for those species deemed important or m cntical need 
of protection, and whose reproductive b10logy will allow for propagation 
National aquatic research policies must be formulated to determ10e the most 
smtable comb10at10n of m- and ex-sztu conservat10n strategies Internat1onal 
support and collaboration should assist nat10nal programs 10 develop10g fish 
taxon advisory groups as well as conservation and breed10g programs Future 
directives must focus on molecular techmque s1mphfication and cost reduction, 
such that specific apphcations are transferable to develop10g country real1ties 
For enhancement and restock10g programs, attent10n must be placed on proper 
hatchery techmques to m1mm1ze genetically disruptive selection pressures, thus 
ensunng better offspnng survival Responsible hatchery procedures must 
accompany any ex-sztu program that releases fish 10to the wild (Bartley 1994) In 
addition, 1t is highly recommended that genetic charactenzation of rec1p1ent and 
source stocks be conducted and that stock10g matenal be genetically marked, 
particularly where exotic species are be10g 10troduced or where native 
populat10ns are be10g enhanced with hatchery-reared stocks It 1s further 
recommended that adequate measures be taken to ensure genetic differentiation 
among populations by restnct10g gene flow patterns 10 an effort to m1mm1ze 
hybnd1zahon, 10trogress10n, and 10breed10g (FAQ 1993) Develop10g breeding 
strategies along the hoes of GIFT, which promotes genetic d1vers1ty, should be 
imtiated with other taxa 10 different reg10ns Ex-sztu conservation strategies must 
be considered w1th10 the broader context of genetic resource ownership and 
access, eqmtable d1stnbution of benefits denved from gene use, and the 
cost-benefit ratio of cryopreservation technology 
L10kage of gene banking 1mtiatives 10to a global network, e g , with the CG 
system or the International Network on Genetics 10 Aquaculture (INGA) as well 
as regional systems such as Aquaculture Genetics Network 10 Asia (AGNA) will 
provide mcreased focus on the importance of aquatic genetic resources and help 
to better define and coordmate 10ternat10nal research, conservation, and 
aquaculture development These 110kages should take 10to account nat10nal 
aquatic b10log1cal surveys with emphasis on those species most important to 
national fishenes, aquaculture programs, and sens1tive ecologies A global 
database on aquatic resources such asICLA.RM:'s FISHBASE and JBL Smith's 
(South Afnca) FISHLIT would assist 10 augment10g the Species Inventory 
System of databases Ex-sztu genetic studbook management for fish and other 
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aquatic orgamsms can be developed 
with colony management computer 
programs such as CERCI (Reid 
1993) The conservation and 
sustamable management agendas of 
orgamzations such as the Aquatic 
Conservation Network, the 
Sustamable Fishenes Network 
(Canada), the Pan Afncan 
Association of Zoological Gardens, 
Aquanums and Botamc Gardens, 
and the IUCN Captive Breedmg 
group should be coordmated and 
promoted Collaboration with 
UNESCO's Coastal Manne f 
Some gene banking programs include 
the lntematzonal Fishenes Gene Bank 
(JFGB) (Canada), the Nordic 
countries (salrrwnzds), USA (Dexter 
National Fish Hatchery - endangered 
fishes of the Amencan Southwest), 
Hungary (land races of European 
carps), China (Chinese carps), 
Philippines (Tilapias), Venezuela 
(planned for Colossoma), and the 
Netherlands, USA, UK, and Kenya 
(endangered Lake Victona species) 
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(COMAR) program, which stresses 11 a defimtive contnbution to the International 
Research Programme on Manne B10diversity and the apphcat10n of preventative 
and correcuve measures to the loss of b10diversity and to the imbalance between 
hvmg and non-hvmg systems due to anthropogemc or natural episochc and 
catastrophicv events 11 should be encouraged and strengthened at all pohtcal 
levels 
A diverse cross-sectoral representat10n of ind1v1duals concerned with the global 
health of fishenes and aquatic ecosystems must be mob1hzed to increase the 
overall awareness of challenges facing the zn-sztu and ex-sztu conservat10n of our 
aquauc resources 
The cornerstone to biodiversity conservation is mter-generational eqmty, the 
assurance that future generations gam equal access to essential b10log1cal 
resources Tomorrow's genetic hbrary is dangerously eroding (Myers 1993), 
therefore, there is a new urgency to conserve the planet's genetic endowment In 
addition to numerous treaties, conventions, and protocols, the mternational 
commumty has recogmzed this urgency by stiffemng environmental legislation 
and pohcy with the endorsement of the precautionary pnnczple 
Cameron and Abouchar (1991) define the precaut10nary pnnc1ple as "a gmding 
pnnciple which ensures that even if no conclusive scientific proof lmkmg a given 
substance or activity to environmental damage exists, that the potential threat of 
that substance or activity to the environment be sufficrent grounds to prevent 
either from adversely affectmg the environment " Interpretat10ns of the 
precautionary pnnciple range from acknowledging environmentally detnmental 
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activities and taking corrective measures, to ordenng "polluters to establish by 
some appropnate burden of proof that their activ1t1es are not releasing potentially 
eco-reactive substances into the environment and thereby causing damage" 
(Cameron and Abouchar 1991) In other words, the onus to demonstrate that an 
activity is environmentally bemgn must he with those responsible for the activity, 
rather than with the pubhc to prove otherwise In many cases, sc1ent1fic evidence 
1s not necessary to determine if human activity 1s adversely affecting the 
environment, but only to assess the extent of the damage incurred (Myers 1993) 
The precautionary pnnc1ple has been incorporated into the legal framework of 
several internat10nal agreements and protocols endorsed by nations worldwide 
(Cameron and Abouchar 1991) The Bergen Declarat10n commits its s1gnatones 
to "anticipate, prevent and attack where the threat of senous or irreversible 
damage exists and that, a lack of full scientific certainty is not sufficient cause 
for postpomng the 1mplementat10n of cost-effective measures to prevent 
environmental degradation" (Bergen Declarat10n taken from Cameron and 
Abouchar 1991) 
Cooperation between end-users, local commumties, researchers, government 
officials, and managers is necessary if the broad spectrum of potential systems, 
conservation options, and impacts are to be challenged Proposed ecosystem 
mteractive strategies must encompass trad1t10nal knowledge and social value 
systems Commumty partic1pat10n in project development and 1mplementat10n is 
crucial and local values and percept10ns must be incorporated to improve quality 
of hfe 
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